BUREAU OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Simply Applying for Your Initial BEMS License
THE FIRST STEP TO BEGIN THE PROCESS OF APPLYING FOR YOUR INITIAL BEMS LICENSE.

LOCATE OUR WEBSITE:


CONTINUE FOR STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS.
Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

DHSS Home » Licensing & Regulations » EMS

EMS Town Hall Call, License Fees Proposed 7.28.20
- Audio
- Powerpoint

- COVID-19 Resources
- Licensee Search
- Laws & Regulations
- Applications & Forms
- EMT and Paramedic Licensing Information
- General Information / Updates
- Directories
- Information for Military Personnel
- Notices
- EMS-C

- State EMS Mutual Aid
- Resources
- Imagefrend Elite EMS Reporting System
- TCD Data System
- Time Critical Diagnosis System
- Reciprocity
- State Advisory Council on EMS
- Regional EMS Committees
- Frequently Asked Questions
- Ask Us
- Missouri Overdose Rescue and Education (MORE) Project

Apply for Bureau of EMS Personnel License

News & Notices
- Fentanyl: The Real Deal - Video Release Announcement

Monday, August 10
- 12:00pm MIH and Community Paramedicine Subcommittees

Wednesday, August 19
- 12:30pm Education Subcommittee Meeting

Licensing & Regulations
- Abortion Facilities
- Abuse, Neglect & Exploitation
- Ambulatory Surgery Centers
- Antibiotic Resistance
- Birthing Centers
- Caregiver, Advise, Record, and Enable (CARE) Act Form
- Child Care
- CNA, CMT and Insulin Registry
- Prescription Drug Repository
- Employee Disqualification List (EDL)
- Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
- End Stage Renal Disease
- Family Care Safety Registry
- Food & Drug Recalls
- Food Safety
- Good Cause Waiver
- Health Services Regulation
- Home Care
• This application system is compatible with Google Chrome and Firefox.
• Please have all of your military and courts documents (if applicable) ready for upload.
• Have your fingerprints completed and your NREMT number or your CEUs available before starting your application.

Apply On-Line Application System
Warning - Exiting Site

Beware, you are currently exiting to an external site that is not part of the government (.gov) domain. Please be aware that you will be subject to a wide variety of content and experiences that are beyond our control. Always use good judgement when using these platforms and when following links to other websites.

Click "Yes" to Continue to:
https://www.anapolicyandsecurity.com/ins/public

Yes  No

CLICK YES TO CONTINUE TO PORTAL
Welcome to the MISSOURI BUREAU OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES License Management System

The MISSOURI BUREAU OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES has launched our new License Management System (LMS). We will be accepting INITIAL AND RENEWAL BEAMS PERSONNEL applications at this time through this portal. (Expired license please submit via EMSLICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV)

At this time renewal applicants will need to claim their accounts using the (FORGOT USER NAME) option under the login button. At that time the system will email you the login information. If you have any questions regarding these instructions please send an email to EMSLICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV

**Please do not contact Image Trend Support to reset passwords. That has to be done by the licensing staff in the Bureau of Emergency Medical Services. This will be done during office hours Mon-Fri 8 am to 5 pm, excluding state holidays. You will need to email EMSLICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV IMAGE TREND CANNOT RESET YOUR PASSWORD.**

*PLEASE SUBMIT ONLY ONE APPLICATION AT A TIME. SUBMITTING MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY YOUR PROCESSING TIME.* If you are a renewal do not submit a initial application.

*IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED THAT YOU USE YOUR PERSONAL EMAIL ACCOUNT. IF YOU ARE GOING TO USE YOUR WORK EMAIL MAKE SURE IT IS UNIQUE TO YOU (SUCH AS JSMITH@CITYEMS.COM) IF YOUR EMAIL IS TOO GENERIC
IF YOU HAVE NEVER HAD A MISSOURI BEMS LICENSE CREATE ACCOUNT.

RENEWAL APPLICANTS: If you have been located in Missouri for the past five years consecutively your background will be run by BEMS. If you HAVE BEEN located OUTSIDE of Missouri in the past five years, (EVEN FOR MILITARY DUTY) you will need to request a fingerprint coupon from EMS LICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV

EXPIRED APPLICANTS: PLEASE SUBMIT VIA EMS LICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV until further notice.

SERVICES/AGENCIES: If you are renewing your service application please continue with the current EMS Licensing process via EMS LICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV

Please read the following instructions carefully before continuing:

If you do not have a current & valid email address DO NOT CONTINUE. You are required to have a valid email address to process and complete applications. If you have a current & valid email address, follow the instructions below:

CREATING AN ACCOUNT FOR AN INITIAL EMT, AEMT, PARAMEDIC OR COMMUNITY PARAMEDIC PERSONNEL APPLICATION: If you do not have a State of Missouri BEMS certification or license, you can create an account by selecting the "Create Account" button below. After creating an account you will be able to log back in and check on the status of your application.

CLAIMING AN ACCOUNT FOR A RENEWAL EMT, AEMT, PARAMEDIC OR COMMUNITY PARAMEDIC PERSONNEL APPLICATION: Please use the "FORGOT USER NAME" option above the login button to claim your account. An email will then be sent to you with your login information.

IF YOU ARE UPGRADING TO AEMT OR PARAMEDIC CLAIM YOUR ACCOUNT USING THE FORGOT USER NAME PROMPT. DO NOT CREATE ACCOUNT.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER HAD A MISSOURI BEMS LICENSE CREATE ACCOUNT.
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

My Account

Welcome to the Missouri EMS Program's E-Licensing Portal.

If you have initiated an application, but have not completed or submitted the application, click on the 'Continue' button to the left to access your application to complete/submit.

If this is the first time you have accessed the site, please review the following instructions:

To complete applications, click HERE, select the application you are looking for by clicking the 'apply now' button.

For more detail about any item, click the links on this page or in the left menu.

To upload your picture, click on the photo icon to upload a photo. Once added, photos cannot be removed on the portal. If you want to remove a photo please contact our office for assistance.

• Submit a color photo with a clear image of your face and a neutral background. Your face should be centered in the photo. Minimum size is 75 px x 100 px (0.75" x 1.08")

To return to this home page from any screen on the E-Licensing Portal, click the My Account button at the top of the navigation bar on the left side of this screen.

© 2020 ImageTrend, Inc.
APPLY FOR THE LEVEL YOU ARE NREMT CERTIFIED.

DO NOT SUBMIT MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS. THIS WILL DELAY YOUR PROCESSING.
INDICATE IF YOU CURRENTLY HOLD THIS LEVEL LICENSE. SEE NEXT SCREEN IF YOU INTEND TO SELECT YES.
IF YOU SELECT YES YOU WILL NEED TO APPLY WITH A RENEWAL APPLICATION. YOU WILL NEED TO CLAIM YOUR ACCOUNT USING FORGOT USERNAME PROMPT AT THE LOGIN SCREEN. IF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS EMAIL EMSLICENSING@HEALTH.MO.GOV WITH YOUR NAME, LICENSE NUMBER AT EXPIRATION DATE. YOUR PASSWORD MAY NEED TO BE RESET.
FINGERPRINTS SHOULD BE ON FILE BEFORE SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION. SEE PUBLIC PORTAL FOR FINGERPRINTING INFO. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE FINGERPRINT RESULTS COMPLETE STOP AND CONTINUE THIS APPLICATION AFTER FINGERPRINTING.
If fingerprints results are on file continue to citizenship question.
IF YES PLEASE CONTINUE TO FINGERPRINT TRANSACTION CONTROL NUMBER (TCN) INFO.
If NO YOU WILL BE PROMPTED FOR YOUR VISA OR PASSPORT NUMBER.
If you have your fingerprints results are complete and you have your TCN select yes and input TCN number. Save and continue. If no, see next slide.
IF YOU SELECT NO, SAVE AND CONTINUE. YOU WILL BE TAKEN TO SIGN AND DATE AND SUBMIT. SEE NEXT SLIDE...
DATE, SIGN AND SUBMIT. AFTER FINGERPRINT RESULTS COMPLETE YOU MAY LOG BACK INTO PORTAL AND CONTINUE THIS SAME APPLICATION.
IF YOU HAVE GOTTEN TO THIS POINT VERIFY YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION IS CORRECT. NAME, DATE OF BIRTH AND SOCIAL CAN NOT BE CHANGED BY APPLICANT. THIS MUST BE CHANGED BY BEMS STAFF. DO NOT EMAIL IMAGE TREND.
PLEASE COMPLETE MILITARY QUESTIONS IF THEY APPLY TO YOU. IF NEEDED PLEASE DOWNLOAD DD-214 OR COMMON ACCESS CARD.

SAVE AND CONTINUE.
SELECT LEVEL YOU ARE APPLYING FOR.

INPUT NREMT NUMBER AND EXPIRATION DATE. THIS HAS TO MATCH THE NREMT WEBSITE.
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH, IF ANY, AGENCIES YOU ARE AFFILIATED WITH. IF NONE, SELECT UNAFFILIATED.
IF YOU SELECT AN AGENCY AFFILIATION A DROP DOWN MENU WILL APPEAR. CHOOSE YOUR AGENCY NAME.

SELECT ANY OTHER LICENSE YOU MAY HOLD, OR SELECT NONE OR OTHER.

SAVE AND CONTINUE.
COMPLETE THE CRIMINAL HISTORY DISCLOSURE QUESTIONS. IF NO TO ALL, SAVE AND CONTINUE.
IF YOU CHOOSE YES TO ANY OF THE DISCLOSURE QUESTIONS PLEASE FOLLOW THE PROMPTS THAT WILL POP UP AND PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION REQUESTED.
IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED NO TO ALL DISCLOSURE QUESTIONS SAVE AND CONTINUE.
IF YOU HAVE MADE AN ERROR OR FORGOTTEN AN ITEM THE SYSTEM WILL NOW ALERT YOU. CORRECT THESE ITEMS AT THIS POINT. RETURN TO EACH ITEM INDICATED.
YOU HAVE MADE IT TO SIGN AND SUBMIT. YOU WILL RECEIVE AN EMAIL THAT YOUR APPLICATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED. YOU CAN CHECK THE STATUS IN YOUR PORTAL. IF THE STATUS SAYS PENDING FINGERPRINT REVIEW IT IS STILL IN PROCESSING. PROCESSING FINGERPRINTS CAN TAKE UP TO THIRTY DAYS. PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR PROCESSING.
*At the time your application is approved a BEMS license will be sent to the email on file in your profile.

*You will not receive a license in the mail.

*You may print off a copy of your license by accessing the license located in your documents tab in your account.

* We no longer issue patches from BEMS.